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Livorno: the city
• Population: 200.000
• Important ancient, turistic and
commercial harbour,
industrial site.
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Livorno: politics and government
Historically Livorno has only been governed by «left
parties».
Communist party has always been very strong; then
the party has been transformed into the Democratic
Party, that has governed the city up to 2015, last local
election date. The last PD Mayor was Alessandro
Cosimi
In 2015 an important «change» happened: Democratic
Party lost local elections, and 5stars Movement (Beppe
Grillo) won.
The new Mayor, Filippo Nogarin, announced a «strong
change», after decades of monopolistic left
government.
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Livorno: the public companies and
utilities, the «power system»
• The «left party» local governments based part of
their power system on the network of local
utilities owned by municipality:
Port Authority (shared with regional
and national government)
ASA spa, Water and gas provider
(PPP, with an industrial partner)
Aamps spa, Waste management company
(in-house company)
Ctt nord spa, Local transport company
(PPP, with an industrial partner)
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AAMPS spa
AAMPS is the company - wholly owned by the
Municipality of Livorno - that manages «municipal
waste» in the city.
It provides street services (waste collection, separate
collection, streets cleaning), and manages some
treatment plants (the most important is a waste-toenergy plant).

The company has 270 employees, and high labour costs.
In 2014 separate collection accounted for 46 % of the
total waste generated.
The total turnover is about 40 millions euro/year, costs
43,6 (385 euros per ton).
Equity: 16,5 millions of euros.
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Aamps: costs per ton
AAMPS
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Treatment and disposal
Other costs

Recycling treatment

Total cost
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AAMPS: labour costs and benchmark
Employees
AAMPS
QUADRIFOGLIO
ASM
GEOFOR
PUBLIAMBIENTE

263
1014
284
263
388

Total costs
41.690.396,00
134.810.000,00
53.819.614,00
61.038.575,00
70.587.078,00

Labour costs
14.142.489,00
46.497.719,00
13.086.557,00
12.946.147,00
18.007.460,00

%
cost for employee
33,92
53.773,72
34,49
45.855,74
24,32
46.079,43
21,21
49.224,89
25,51
46.410,98
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Bad economical performances in the
past years
• In 2014 Aamps had 10 millions of euro of
economical losses, and 53 millions of debts
(generated from 2006 to 2014).
• The real «hole» is about 11/12 millions of
euro (35 millions of credits).
• Credits towards city administration was about
12 millions of euros (mostly for arrears).
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The «subregional» company
• Tuscany regional law on waste
management organizes the service in
«subregional areas (ATOS)», that can have
only one provider for each area.
• Livorno is part of «ATO Costa » and Aamps
will be merged into the new «subregional
company» (named Retiambiente spa),
owned by all the municipalities of ATO
(106).
• So in one/two years the Municipality of
Livorno will not have its own company
anymore: it will be one of the shareholders
of the new company together with all the
others municipalities (and an industrial
partner).
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The new local Government
•

•

•

In the months following the elections, the 5Stars Movement
government tried to understand the data, and appointed a board
composed of high-level professionals (President Eng. Aldo Iacomelli)
to face the problems.
The «therapy» by Iacomelli was based on:
– Equity injection to AAMPS by The Municipality of Livorno of 6/8
millions of Euros (already approved by the Municipal Council)
– Payment of credits by City of Livorno in 3 years
– New industrial plan (5 years) to reduce costs, and inefficiency,
and get standard costs, as benchmark.
– Haircut with banks and creditors.
– Merging into the «subregional waste company»(Retiambiente
spa), in a strong position.
– Increase of separate collection, and waste to energy plant on.
A «rational» strategy, based on data, and the industrial plan.

President
Iacomelli
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The Mayor breakdown strategy
•
•

•

•

•
•

Mayor Nogarin didn’t agree with
President Iacomelli (appointed by the
Mayor).
Nogarin decided to declare AAMPS
bankruptcy because he was not willing to
inject equity and pay for the obligations of
past administrations (the Municipality is
only share holder of the company).
A «strong» strategy based on the
principle «I don’t pay losses and debts of
left wing former governments» !
The second issue is «I want to stay in
house with Aamps, I don’t want to merge
with the others in a subregional
company».
Then «door to door separate collection
system and stop to waste to energy
plant».
So Nogarin fired Iacomelli and the board
(there is a legal conflict going on).

42 millions of debts from
former PD governments
have to be payed by PD, not
by citizens of Livorno.
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The new Mayor breakdown strategy
• The decision of the new Mayor has different «political»
meanings:
• I (the municipality) don’t pay costs (losses or debts) generated by
other different governments (left) – is it possibile and correct ? I
don’t use municipal budget to cover «losses and debts» (capital
increase, funding to AAMPS) and I don’r rise local taxes for that
(charging the past costs to citizens and voters).
• The solution is the bankruptcy, so political costs will be payed by
former coalition (the company has failed cause of the coaltion’s
faults !). The economical costs are payed by «stakeholder» of
theformer «power system»:
– Unions (close usually to PD)
– Local economy (coop, banks, connected with «left local power system»

• No «subregional» strategy (wanted by regional PD
administration), I stay in my house with my local company, a new
one, after breakdown.
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How does it work
• The strategy of the Mayor:
– A municipal owned company can fail ?
– In case of failure what happens:
• Municipality of Livorno doesn’t pay the capital increase, saving in this way 6/8 millions of
euros for other uses (social, environement, services).
• Municipality of Livorno doesn’t pay credits from taxes not payed, saving in this way 15
millions for other uses.
• The «hole» will be covered by banks and creditors (local providers mostly) thanks to
«bankruptcy agreement» (the credits will be payed partially), following the national law
on bankrupcty , for private companies.
• The agreement must be admitted by Court (already done) and approved by creditors (on
next October) , based on a new «business plan» (ready)
• Employees will be payed, but maybe the new «business plan» would define a new
agreements on labour.

– How much the failure procedure will cost to company and municipality
(consultants, Court, advisors, lawyers) ? Maybe 1 or 2 millions of euros.
– Is it possibile a «soft bankruptcy» (without liquidate the company)?
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The numbers of «soft bankruptcy»
• Payment of «bankruptcy costs (1,5 milions of euros)
• Payment of 100% for special creditors (employees) = 13,3 millions
of euros)
• Payment of 80 % for general small creditors (24 months), 4,1
millions of euros
• Payment of 65 % for general big creditors (24 months), 7,4 millions
of euros
• Payment of 84 % for banks at the end of other payments, 12,8
millions of euros.
• Other credits (taxes) = 100 %
• Credits for arrears put on future taxes up to 2021 (so payed by
citizens)
• The «soft bankruptcy» saves 6 millions of euros and costs 1,5
(maybe 2,5 with contingencies). Defers payments for 2/4 years.
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Players and stakeholders of the game
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Players and stakeholder of the game
• For sure, the former government has responsability on AAMPS’ bad
performances, losses, and debts. How could it pay for that ?
Loosing election ? Responsability or penal actions on management
named by Municipality ? With the bankruptcy ?
• The new Goverment can decide if the company has to fail ? Is it
correct if there is another solution ?
• Why should bank and creditors pay instead of using the local
budget ? Have bank and creditors any responsability ?
• Will this decision avoid local tax increase in the future ?
• Citizens & tax payers will stay out of this game ?
• Is it correct to stay out of »subregional» company strategy, after a
«change» of government ? Is it «fair» for the other municipalities?
• Local political decision on a company must follow «political» issues,
or economical issues ?
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Framework of Incentives to Empower Local Decision-makers
A multidisciplinary methodology for the analysis of local actors, incentives and information
endowment that surround and lie behind the success or the failure of local services, infrastructures
and projects, defining the playing field where their implementation and regulation takes place.

Antropology

Sociology
Social physics
Game Theory &
Mechanism Design

Social Network
Analysis

Political Economy
Analysis

The matrix - fields

Thanks for your attention, come
to Livorno and enjoy your visit!

asbandati@confservizitoscana.it
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